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BAL THACKERAY, Shiv Sena chief

Indian judiciary cannot
remain a closed book

Hit Wicket

B

al Thackeray might live to regret his latest editorial in
the Shiv Sena mouthpiece. By taking a swipe at Sachin
Tendulkar for saying that Mumbai belongs to India, the
Sena chief has grossly underestimated the cricket star’s iconic
status. Political parties across the board have been quick to
condemn Thackeray for his editorial, which not only uses
cricketing metaphors to suggest that Sachin has been “run
out”, but also issues a not-so-veiled threat to the star cricketer
to stop him from batting against the Marathi manoos. Such
utterances do not have a place in a democracy.
Thackeray and the Sena have been allowed to get away
far too often with their nativist agenda. How many times
have we seen them threaten people, including celebrities, for
a perceived slight to Marathi pride. More often than not,
Thackeray’s targets have toed the Sena line out of fear. The
Sena chief’s latest diatribe – which he calls a “friendly”
warning – against an Indian icon represents an opportunity
for the Maharashtra government and mainstream political
parties to unite and isolate Thackeray.
Thackeray statements need to be seen in the light of the
Sena’s struggle to hold on to its core constituency. Ever since
Bal Thackeray’s nephew Raj left the Shiv Sena to form a rival
outfit, the Sena has been fast losing ground. In both the
Lok Sabha and state assembly polls held earlier this year,
Raj Thackeray’s Maharashtra Navnirman Sena (MNS) has
seriously dented the support base of its mother organisation.
The MNS has done so by stridently championing Marathi
chauvinism. Its latest tactic was the attack on an MLA inside
the state assembly for taking the oath of office in Hindi. A
marginalised Bal Thackeray has sought to hit back by taking
on India’s biggest living icon.
This game of competitive chauvinism cannot be allowed
to go on. Both the Shiv Sena and MNS have struck at the very
root of the idea of India and its federal character. Sachin had
stated the obvious when he said that he was proud to be a
Maharashtrian but he was an Indian first. For Thackeray to
take umbrage at this statement shows the poverty of his
politics and ideology. But then to go further and issue a
warning to Sachin is clearly not on. Just as the Maharashtra
assembly acted promptly to suspend the MNS legislators for
taking the law into their own hands, it should also be made
clear to Thackeray that he cannot write and say things that
are against the Constitution and could incite violence. It’s in
India’s interest that he be no-balled.

More Hot Air
There’ll be no binding climate
change deal at Copenhagen

I

t’s turning out just as feared. The world’s leaders will not
sign a comprehensive, binding protocol when they meet
next month in Copenhagen for the UN Climate Change
conference, billed as COP15. And the reason why this has come
to pass is pretty much why the Kyoto Protocol failed to deliver
substantial benefits – the United States refuses to sign up. The
Kyoto Protocol will expire but there will be no legally binding
treaty in its place. US president Barack Obama said last week
in Singapore that time has run out to secure a protocol in
Copenhagen. All sorts of excuses for this failure are now being
proffered, including concerns that preparatory talks have not
been thorough enough.
Simply put, the so-called global consensus on climate
change stands exposed. Countries, developing and developed,
are nowhere close to seeing eye to eye. The world’s biggest
fuel guzzler and leading polluter – the US – has yet again put
itself ahead of shared, global concerns. The contentious issues
remain emissions caps and the funding and transfer of clean
technology to developing countries. The US refuses to accept
binding cuts. It cannot do so, Washington argues, until the US
Senate passes a crucial climate legislation, which it is not in a
position to do before COP15.
When he assumed office, Obama claimed he would reverse
years of US inaction on climate change and that the US would
lead the way in hammering out a deal in Copenhagen. His
backtracking now gives the lie to those claims. The US Senate
has not even begun debating the issue when the world has
known for a while now about COP15 and its agenda. Clearly,
Obama allowed domestic political considerations to overrule
his promise of global leadership. Meanwhile, Brazil has
pledged voluntary cuts of up to 42 per cent by 2010 and other
developing countries are pulling their weight as well.
As he began his presidency, Obama sought to reclaim
America’s eminent position in world affairs. He began well –
mending fences with countries the US had antagonised, and
reaching out to the Muslim world. But on the climate change
front, he has abandoned responsibility. In an attempt to
salvage the talks, Danish prime minister Lars Lokke
Rasmussen has suggested that countries adopt a political
resolution in Copenhagen and later agree upon a binding
framework in 2010. How much that will help is questionable.
After all, what are the guarantees that the US will not stall
progress in the future as well?

A Brighter Tomorrow
Suzanna Thekkekara
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nowledge, education and employment; it is fascinating
how these three are intertwined. Gaining knowledge
has been a coveted aim in India. In ancient India, only a
select few had the right to learn and learning was often in the
form of memorising. Today, in ‘modern’ India, the emphasis is
still on cramming information and not on applying knowledge.
If India is to take its place as a global superpower we need to be a
powerhouse of original ideas, skills and thought-provoking
leadership. India should revamp its education system to
engender the application of theory. It cannot be said that Indian
path-breakers like Kiran Mazumdar-Shaw, Azim Premji and
Lakshmi Mittal have excelled because of the education system.
They excelled despite it. As a country with over a billion people,
we should have lakhs of leading entrepreneurs, inventors
and researchers, but we are held back by the lack of encouragement and uncertain reward for this kind of originality. Leadership and innovation, if not nurtured, will die a slow death.
Holistic evaluation in a
populous country is difficult but ■ S O M E T H I N G ■
this is not an excuse to avoid it.
TO LEARN
There is no one-size-fits-all prescription for holistic evaluation. The evaluating methodology
has to be devised after a comprehensive study of the concerned
institute. Percentage-based cut-offs and entrance tests that are
quantitatively weighted make the job easier for the selectors
but this is not necessarily a job well done. Though much is said
about brain drain, little has been done to prevent it. Quality
educational institutes need to be created so that bright
students do not go abroad to study in the first place. Open
recruiting practices should be the norm, so that the students
who’ve already left can be enticed to come back home to promising careers. For a start, companies should have an active link
on their websites to invite applications from fresh out of college
foreign educated Indians. While no education system in the
world is perfect, some countries are striving hard towards getting it absolutely right. In India, we often underestimate the
value of holistic evaluation, preferring instead to box people in
numbered categories that are considered tangible. But some of
the greatest gifts we have are those of leadership, creativity and
ideas and these cannot be quantified or sold in a bottle.
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Lift The Veil Of Secrecy

Don’t lose on the political pitch whatever you
have earned on the cricket pitch.

Bal Thackeray has made a mistake
by taking on Sachin

OF IDEAS

Ronojoy Sen
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judiciary compared to a measly 17 per cent for
political parties. A more recent survey in 2004
found that the share of Indians willing to put
their faith in the courts was 72 per cent, second
only to the Election Commission.
There is, however, an upside to the poor
publicity for the courts. It is rare in India for
people to talk about judges and courts. For far
too long, the judiciary has been somewhat of a
closed book to the Indian public. While we’ve
always given the judiciary high marks, there
is precious little that we know about the men
and women in black robes. This is in sharp contrast to the situation in democracies such as
the US. During the confirmation of US
supreme court judge Sonia Sotomayor earlier
this year, everything from her love of Nancy

arely has the judiciary grabbed headlines as in the recent past. And that
too for mostly the wrong reasons. The
‘voluntary’ declaration of wealth by Supreme
Court judges comes after a contentious debate
over whether the judiciary should be treated
on a par with other public officials. The matter
is not a closed chapter by any means. A courtroom battle is still being fought over whether
the Right to Information Act applies to judges
with the somewhat absurd situation of the
Supreme Court contesting a high
court ruling.
The declaration of wealth also
comes in the wake of several corruption scandals, many of which
are yet to be resolved. The list is
long but some of them stand out: A
retired chief justice of India was
accused, possibly for the first time,
of favouring relatives; the current
CJI recommended the removal of a
sitting judge of Calcutta high court
for corruption; and in the Ghaziabad provident fund (PF) scam, 37
judges, including a sitting Supreme
Court judge, have been accused of
siphoning off money from the PF
kitty of court employees. To top it
all, the controversy over the proposed elevation of Karnataka chief The judiciary is not above the rest
justice P D Dinakaran – against
whom there are allegations of land grabbing – to
the Supreme Court continues to linger.
The intense public scrutiny of the higher
courts is a critical moment in the history of the
Indian judiciary. Indeed, an eminent jurist has
gone so far as to say that this might be the
biggest crisis for the judiciary since the Emergency. Worryingly, it could dent the high
levels of trust that Indian citizens have traditionally reposed in the courts. In survey after
survey, the judiciary has usually been ranked
higher than other government institutions. In
a 1996 nationwide survey, 46 per cent of the
respondents said they had “high trust” in the

Drew books to her moves on the dance floor
was minutely dissected. There is good reason
why Supreme Court nominees are discussed
in such detail. US supreme court judges are
political appointees for life, and the stakes are
naturally very high.
This is of course not so in India where Supreme Court judges, or even chief justices, rarely stay long enough to stamp their authority or
ideological preferences over a court that is
much larger and more unwieldy than the ninejudge US supreme court. But if the appointment
process has its faults in the US, in India it’s as
opaque as it can get. In this context, the fairly

vigorous debate in the recent past on the method
of selection of judges and for imposing greater
accountability on the judiciary is welcome.
Over the years, several Supreme Court
judgements have reiterated that a five-judge
collegium headed by the CJI is responsible for
appointment of apex court judges. There have,
however, been suggestions that the selection
process be made more transparent. The parliamentary standing committee that looked into
the Judges (Inquiry) Bill, which was introduced in 2006 and has since lapsed, suggested
that appointment of judges should be entrusted
to a body wider than the present collegium with
“representation both from the judiciary and
the executive”. The same committee suggested
that investigation into impropriety by judges
should be investigated not by the
judiciary alone but by a more
“broad-based committee” with
representatives from the executive, Parliament and the Bar. The
legislation will now be presented
in a new avatar, the Judicial
Accountability and Standard Bill,
in the winter session of Parliament.
Declaration of wealth by judges
has been an important part of the
debate. There was an attempt
earlier this year to introduce the
Judges (Declaration of Assets and
Liabilities) Bill in Parliament,
which was rejected in the Rajya
Sabha. The primary reason for the
rejection was a clause in the Bill
that said declaration of assets
would be made privately to the chief
justice and wouldn’t be available to
the public. The recent voluntary declaration of
wealth by SC judges on the court website does
not clear these misgivings. Since it’s voluntary,
judges are under no compulsion to declare their
assets; neither can the details be called into
question. It’s worth noting that all US supreme
court judges are required to declare their assets
under the Ethics in Government Act, 1978.
An independent judiciary is essential for a
democracy and the Indian Constitution does
well to safeguard this independence. But this
need not come at the expense of transparency
and accountability. Otherwise our confidence
in the judiciary could take a knock.

‘I wish we had had a third meeting with the PM’
Abdul Gani Bhat is former chairman of the Hurriyat Conference.
Humra Quraishi spoke to him
in the light of reports that the
Union government has initiated
talks with separatist groups from
Jammu and Kashmir:
■ Has the situation in the
Valley improved?
No. There is no change for the
common man. My opinion is that
metal detectors can’t detect the anger and alienation of the Kashmiri
people. No amount of weapons can
defeat people’s discontent.
■ In recent years Hurriyat
leaders have met the Indian
prime minister only twice. Is
there any move to meet him in
the coming weeks?
We are waiting. Intezaar ki
ghariyaan khubsoorat hoti hain
(the anticipation is always exciting). I wish we had had a third
meeting with the PM. We are
all for the dialogue process, we

Q&A

support the dialogue process. We
would like to first meet the Indian
PM and then the Pakistani PM.
■ How can the situation in the
Valley be improved?
Paradise is lost not to Milton but

to the people of Kashmir and now
how do we regain the Paradise lost?
I’m no politician, but, yes, i am an
eyewitness and seek a settlement
and want to call a spade a spade, and
justice ought to be done. But before
we talk of the crisis in the Valley, it
is important to understand who
exactly is a Kashmiri. Kashmiri is
from the ‘Naag’ tribe and his serpentine qualities are such that he
will neither bite nor trouble you if
he is left alone. He is also bestowed
with great adjustability to situations. Today, you have to take into
consideration sentiments of Kashmiris and the dynamics sweeping
across the world. We have to go
beyond beaten tracks and yesterday’s hostilities. Today, the only
way out for India and Pakistan is to
work on actual issues. Peace and
dispute can’t coexist and nuclear
weaponisation in the subcontinent
has added an alarming dimension.
■ How could we ease the
situation?

Homage & hatred
ideologies, who foster the climate of
intolerance and hatred which increasn the countrywide chorus of homage ingly is permeating Indian society. But
that went up to felicitate Sachin the fact that little or nothing is done to
Tendulkar on his triumphal comple- stop such attacks, verbal and physical,
tion of 20 years in the arena of interna- and such exercises in vilification, and
tional cricket, one sour note was struck: that their perpetrators get away scotShiv Sena’s Bal Thackeray took the free, is by itself a damning indictment
‘Master Blaster’ to task for putting the of the supposedly tolerant majority.
nation above Maharashtra, and national Tolerance of wrong is not tolerance; it is
honour above that of the Marathi manoos. complicity. It has been rightly said that
It was a case of fanatics rushing in where for evil to succeed all that is required is
angels fear to tread; the Sena chief was for the good to do nothing.
compelled to take up competitive cudgels
Almost as though to compensate for
on behalf of Marathi manoos, a real or the mean-minded hostility and the
imagined constituency inparochial intolerance that
creasingly encroached upon ■ S E C O N D ■ increasingly dominate our
by the Sainik supremo’s
and discourse, we
O P I N I O N public life
nephew, Raj Thackeoften go overboard
ray, and his MNS.
on the other extreme
The politics of
and err on the side
bigotry and cultural
of a reverence bordering on fawning
chauvinism were also
sycophancy, whethevident in an unrelater the object of adued but contemporalation is a sportsperneous incident in
son, movie star, powhich Shiv Sena goons
litical leader (Indira
defaced movie postGandhi continues to
ers which showed
be a case in point)
Kareena
Kapoor
or social or cultural
barebacked, which
celebrity.
the Sainiks saw as an
affront to ‘Indian culture’. In very differWinston Churchill remarked that
ent ways, and to very different extents, the ‘Hun’ (his disparaging term for
these two cases – of Sachin and of Kareena Germans) was either at one’s throat or
– reflect the Janus-face that increasingly at one’s feet: a vicious adversary, or a
profiles our polity: idolatrous homage worshipful devotee. Are we, as a people,
and violent intolerance and a visceral becoming like that arch-imperialist’s
hatred of anything and anyone perceived apocryphal ‘Hun’, who swings from one
to threaten our fragile self-esteem.
emotional extreme to the other? ModeraOften, as in the case of Sachin, the tion in emotional response is said to be
object of homage and of intolerance is one the hallmark of maturity, while emoand the same. M F Husain who for years tional polarity – between euphoria and
was feted as an iconic genius who helped despair, love and hate – is a sign of immato internationalise Indian art was forced ture adolescence. Are we becoming a
to go into exile by the forces of fanaticism nation of emotionally and psychologbecause of his allegedly ‘sacrilegious’ ically retarded adolescents, unable or
depiction of Hindu deities. Sania Mirza, unwilling, or both, to control our hopes
hailed as the great new supernova of and our fears, our over-the-top adoraIndian tennis, despite her very modest tion and our equally unreasoning and
ranking globally, was with equally little unreasonable hostilities?
reason vilified by a vocal minority for
Sometimes homage and hatred are
purportedly showing disrespect to the na- two sides of the same coin. And it’s a coin
tional tricolour (she had, unintentionally, gaining far too much currency among us,
seated herself above the flag).
heads or tails.
True, in all these, and very many
secondopinion@timesgroup.com
similar instances, it is a small group of
http://blogs.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/
jugglebandhi/
thuggish bigots, of varying creeds and
Jug Suraiya
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Besides CBMs (confidence
building measures) along the
lines of self-government, no political hegemony, no masters and no
surrogate, there has to be an amicable relationship between India
and Pakistan. When i last met
Pervez Musharraf sahib he told us
about this ‘reality’ of that time: an
Indian Muslim ruling Pakistan
and a Pakistani Sikh ruling India!
Also, borders are to be made
porous and irrelevant and there
has to be demilitarisation of the
region. Let there be free trade and
free movement of people.
We have to focus attention on
how to address the deepening
alienation of the Kashmiri people
and the political uncertainty
hanging over Kashmir. Regarding demilitarisation, India can’t
withdraw its troops from Ladakh
and Pakistan can’t withdraw from
the Gilgit areas but why can’t
troops be withdrawn from our
towns and villages?

SACRED
S PAC E

Truth is one, sages call it
by different names.
Rig Veda
✥
There are many paths up
the mountain, but the
view of the moon from
the top is the same.
Ancient Japanese saying
✥
As many faiths, so
many paths.
Ramakrishna
Paramahamsa
✥
I have learned silence
from the talkative,
toleration from
the intolerant,
and kindness from
the unkind; yet strange,
i am ungrateful
to those teachers.
Kahlil Gibran
✥
Of course God is endlessly multidimensional
so every religion that
exists on earth
represents some face,
some side of God.
Alexander Solzhenitsyn
✥
Our view is that there is
truth and holiness in
other religious faiths.
Our view is that there
are many paths to God.
Rabbi Eric Yoffie
✥
True pluralism…is
always universal
pluralism…you start
with the commonalities
and deep structures that
unite human beings…we
are all open to a Divine
Ground, by whatever
name. And then you
add all the wonderful
differences… But if
you start with the
differences, and never
make it to the universal,
then you have only
regressive catastrophes.
Ken Wilber

My Times My Voice

High levels of income
inequality in US
With reference to the article
‘Incredible India Indeed’ (Nov 16)
by Rajiv Desai, the writer ignores the
fact that the US also has high levels of
inequality in terms of the income distribution of its population. Economists use a statistical measure called
Gini coefficient to represent the
inequality in income and according to
the US Census Bureau, the Gini coefficient of US is far higher than of India.
In fact, the US has one of the highest
levels of income inequality among
high income countries.
According to the US Department of
Labour statistics, the Gini coefficient is
expected to rise to 55 by 2045 which is
comparable to the current inequality in
Brazil. Thus, the idea of equality in the
US is as illusory as the idea of
‘Incredible India’.
Munmun Nath, DELHI

BJP’s move is likely
to backfire
The likely appointment of Nitin Gadkari as
the BJP president is a transparent move
by the RSS to install their man at the
party’s helm. It is ridiculous that the
country’s principal opposition party – one
that holds several states and has a nationwide presence – is going to be headed
by a relatively unknown and a thus far
unimpressive state chief.
Given the party’s current state,
whoever heads it next has a tough job
ahead of him; it could perhaps be
achieved by a charismatic leader with a
popular base. But the current forerunner
is more likely to accelerate disintegration
of the BJP.
Sadhasiva Reddy, BANGALORE

II Nitin Gadkari, a relatively junior
provincial candidate, cannot control the
party at a national level. This is the latest
in a long list of blunders. Elevating
Rajnath Singh after his lacklustre performance on every front in the UP elections was one; promoting L K Advani as
the prime ministerial candidate was
another. And to top it all, the party leadership has sidelined those who might
have helped, such as Uma Bharati and
Yashwant Sinha, over the past few years.
Samir Banerjee, DELHI

Misleading Photograph
I am a national-level hockey player
and one of the actors of Chak De India.
Your newspaper in July 2009 printed a
photograph of me—at a railway platform with a ticket collector checking my
railway pass—to go with its article titled
‘Four years on, ticketless travel shoots
up by 50%’. May I point out that I was not
caught ticketless, and the TC was merely checking my pass. The photograph
has done grave harm to my reputation
and caused me severe embarrassment.
Please do not use it in future .
Nichola K Sequeira, MUMBAI
Editor: The picture was a file photo.
There was no malice intended, and any
inconvenience caused is regretted
...................................................................................
We want your views and comments. Please SMS MYVOICE <space> your comments and name to 58888. Or
email mytimesmyvoice@timesgroup.com with Editor
Mumbai in the subject line. Or write us at My Times, My
Voice c/o Edit Page Editor, The Times of India, D N Road,
Mumbai-400001.

Unlock Your Energies
Through Yoga

■

Many Paths, One Goal

EDIT PAGE MAILBOX

tioning in a particular way.
As far as science is conhen we say ‘yoga’, for cerned, this same energy which
many of you it might you call ‘myself’ can be a rock,
mean some impossible mud, tree, dog, or you. Everyphysical postures. Yoga means to thing is the same energy, funcbe in perfect tune. When you are tioning at different levels of cain yoga, your body, mind and pability. Similarly, among huspirit, and existence, are in abso- man beings, though we are all
lute harmony.
made of the same energy, we
When you fine-tune yourself still do not function at the same
to a point where everything func- level of capability. What you
tions beautifully within you, the call capability or talent, your
best of your abilities will just creativity, is a certain way your
flow out of you. When you are energy functions.
happy, your energies function
This energy, in one plant it
better. Have you noticed that functions to create roses, in anwhen you are happy you have other it functions to create jasendless energy?
mine, but it is the same
Even if you don’t eat
energy manifesting itor sleep, you can go on
self. If you gain some
and on. So, just a little
mastery over your own
happiness liberates you
energies, things that
from your normal limiyou never imagined
tations of energy and
possible you will do
capability.
simply and naturalTHE
Yoga is the science
ly. This is the experiof activating your in- ■
of people who
■
SPEAKING ence
ner energies in such a
have started doing
way that your body,
these yogic practices.
TREE
mind and emotions
It is the inner techfunction at their highest peak. nology of creating situations the
When your body and mind func- way you want them.
tion in a completely different
With the same materials that
state of relaxation and a certain we build huge buildings today,
level of blissfulness, you can be people used to build little huts.
released from so much suffering.
We thought we could only dig
Right now, you come and sit mud and make pots or bricks.
in your office, and you have a Now we dig the same earth and
nagging headache. Your head- make computers, cars, and even
ache is not a major disease, but it spacecrafts.
takes away your capability for
It is the same energy; we have
the day. With the practice of yo- just started using it for higher
ga, your body and mind will be at possibilities. Our inner energies
their highest possible peak.
are like that. There is a technoloThere are other dimensions gy as to how to use this energy for
to yoga. When you activate your higher possibilities.
Every human being must exenergies, you can function in a
different way. As you are sitting plore and know this. Otherwise,
here right now, you consider life becomes limited and accidenyourself to be a person. You are tal. Once you activate your inner
identified with many things, energies, your capabilities hapbut what you call ‘myself’ is ac- pen in a different sphere altotually just a certain amount of gether. Yoga is a tool to find ultienergy. Modern science says mate expression to life.
that the whole of existence is en- Inner Engineering programme, November 18ergy manifesting itself in differ- 24, at Fort, The Times of India Building. Introducent ways. If this is so, then you tion open to all, 6:30 pm on November 18.
are also a little bit of energy func- Contact: 9820866227, 9820336823
Sadhguru Jaggi Vasudev
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